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RADON-NIKODYM DERIVATIVES FOR BANACH

LATTICE-VALUED MEASURES

EP DE JONGE1

Abstract. Let (A, I", p) be a measure space such that 0 < ji(A) < oo and such that

T has no /i-atoms. Furthermore, let £ be a Dedekind complete Banach lattice. By

M{ß, E) we denote the set of all £-valued set functions v on T satisfying

(i) v is additive,

(ii) v is order bounded and of bounded variation,

(iii) v is /¿-absolutely continuous (with respect to the norm topology on £),

(iv) v + and v ~ satisfy

inf{sup{t)+/-(^):(i(^) <e}:e > 0} - 0.

By Lx{p, E) we denote the set of £-valued Bochner integrable functions on A. It

is shown that under the canonical map

(where vf(A) = f f\¿ dp., A e Y), Lx(p, E) is a Riesz subspace of the Dedekind

complete Riesz space M(p, E). Furthermore, the following theorems are proved.

Theorem. Equivalent are

(a) /„ is not isomorphic to a closed sublattice of E.

(b) L,( p, E) is isomorphic to an ideal in M{ p, E).

Theorem. Equivalent are

(a) c0 w not isomorphic to a closed sublattice of E.

(b) /.,(/!, E) is isomorphic to M(p, E).

1. Introduction. It is well known that Lx does not have the Radon-Nikodym

Property (RNP). However, we shall show in Theorem 3.3 below that one can easily

describe all L,-valued measures that have a RN-derivative. In fact, we do this for

all Banach lattices E not containing c0. Also, we show that if a Banach lattice has

order continuous norm, then it can be decided for many vector measures into E

whether they have a RN-derivative or not. So this will not be a paper on the RNP

for Banach lattices (the reader interested in that subject is also referred to [4] and

[6])-
Let (il, 2, n) always be an atomless measure space such that 0 < ju(Q) < oo and

let E be a Dedekind complete Banach lattice with norm || • ||. Our notations and

terminology will always follow [2] and [7] with the exception that the variation of a

vector measure v is denoted by ||p||, thus leaving the notation \v\ for the absolute

value of v. Crucial in our results will be the notion v <8C ju. (Definition 2.1) below.
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We note already that this notion has an obvious extension to the non-Dedekind

complete case and that Theorem 3.1, which states that if v has an RN-derivative in

Lx(¡i, E), then v must satisfy the conditions

(i) \v\ exists and \v\ <^c n,

(ii) \v\ is a-additive, /¿-absolutely continuous and of bounded variation, is still

true in the general case. Here Lx(n, E) is the Banach space consisting of all

7s-valued Bochner integrable functions on ß. We note that L,(/i, E) is in a

canonical way a Banach lattice. By B^di, E) we shall denote the ideal in 7,(/i, E)

generated by the step functions. Note that Bx(n, E) is a norm dense ideal which is

generally strictly included in the ideal Lx( ¡i, E).

In §2, we study Ti-valued measures on 2, using without reference some results of

[3].
In §3 we answer the following questions.

1.1. For what Banach lattices do we have that every v satisfying (i) and (ii) above

has a RN-derivative?

1.2. For what Banach lattices do we have that the vector measures with a

RN-derivative form an ideal?

We shall show that 1.1 is true if and only if E does not contain c0 and that 1.2 is

true if and only if E has order continuous norm. In the second case we are still able

to describe precisely the measure coming from elements of Bj(n, E).

2. Banach lattice-valued measures. From now on let (Q, 2, ft) be an atomless

measure space such that 0 < ju(ñ) < oo and let E be a Dedekind complete Banach

lattice. By m(1., E) we shall denote the linear space consisting of all E-valued

vector measures on 2 (i.e., all 7¿-valued finitely additive set functions on 2). In this

section we introduce and investigate several subspaces of w(2, E). First, we denote

by BCA( n, E) the Banach space of all v G m(2, E) which are a-additive, /x-

absolutely continuous and of bounded variation. The norm in BCA( p, E) is given

by

IMI = IMI(0)
for all v G BCA(ju, E).

As usual we call a v G w(2, E) order bounded if the set {y(A): A G 2} is order

bounded in E. The collection of all order bounded elements in m(2, E) is denoted

by ob(2, E). Since E is Dedekind complete it follows that ob(2, E) is in a

canonical way a Dedekind complete Riesz space as well. If v G ob(2, E), then \v\

will denote the absolute value of v in the Riesz space ob(2, E). We shall now

introduce a notion that will play a key role in our investigations.

Definition 2.1. Let v G ob(2, E). We shall write v «S ft whenever

ini{<sn\o{\v\(A): \l(A) <e}:e >0/«R+} =0.

Furthermore, we set

ca,(fi, E) = {v G ob(2, E): v «£ ¡i}.

In fact the notion v «s ju is a kind of "uniform absolute continuity" based on the

ordering in E. Observe already that it is obvious that ca,(/t, E) is an ideal in
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ob(2, Ti). Later on we shall see that it is even a band. Next, we introduce another

set of measures, viz.

cajfi, £)■{»£ ob(2, E): 3e„ G E + such that \v\(A) < n(A)erV A G 2}.

Again it is obvious that caM( ¡i, E) is an ideal in ob(2, E) and clearly

cajfi, E) ccax(n,E).

Finally, we introduce

M(n, E) = {v G ob(2, E): \v\ G BCA(/t, E) n ca,(ja, E)}.

Again it is clear that M( p, 7i) is an ideal in ob(2, E). We note that if v G ob(2, E)

is such that |»>| G BCA(/x, 7s), then p G BCA(ju, E) but the converse does not have

to be true. The reason for considering the above classes will become clear in the

next section, but first we derive some properties of the above introduced classes of

measures.

Theorem 2.2. (i) ca^ifi, E) c M(¡i, E).

(ii) Let v G ob(2, E)+ be given. Then the followiing are equivalent.

(a) 3vn G caM(/i, E)+ (n G N) such that v^v (order convergence).

(b) 3fT G ca,(íL, E)+ (t G 7) íwcA that v^v.

(c)v Gca,(/i, E)+.

(iii) The set ca,(fi, 7s) is the band as well as the a-ideal in ob(2, E) generated by

caj/t, E).

Proof, (i) is obvious and (iii) follows from (ii). To prove the equivalences of (ii)

note that (a) => (b) is clear since caM( ¡i, E) c ca,( jut, E). To show (b) => (c), let

vT G cax(¡i, E)+ be such that vT\v (r G 7). For t G 7, set eT = v(tt) - vr(ü). Then

eT\,0. Next, for t G 7 and yi G 2 we have

0 < v(A) = »vC4) + *¥) - VAA) < "rC4) + er-

Hence

0 < ini{suv{v(A): ft(^) < «}: e > 0} < eT

for all t G 7 since vr <sc ft. This shows that v «s /t. Finally assume that v <£. p. Let

e = »»(fi) and for « G N, set *„'(/!) = n¡i(A)e for all >1 G 2. Clearly vx„ G

ca^/t, 7i)+ (« G N). Setting pj, = v /\ vxn it follows that vn G ca^/i, £) + (n G N)

and that

0 < vx < p2 < • • •  < p.

Thus it remains to show that vn(Q)^v(Q). To this end, let e > 0 (in R) be given and

set

e(e) = sup{v(A): n(A) <e).

Next, let « G N. Then we have

v(Q) - v„(ü) = e - ini{v(Bc) + vxn(B): B G 2} = -inf{«u(7i)e - v(B): B G 2}

= sup{>(7¿) - nn(B)e: ¡i(B) > e} V sup{»-(Ä) - np(B)e: ¡i(B) < e)

< (e - nee) V <?(e).
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Thus

0 <  A (KO) - "„(«)) < e(e).
n-l

Since e(e)jO as e|0 (in view of v <%Si ft), it follows that p„(Q)1p(SI) has to hold, which

proves (c) => (a).

3. The existence of Radon-Nikodym derivatives. Let (ß, 2, /i) and E be as in the

preceding section. Given/ G Lx(p, E), set

for all A G 2. It is clear that vf G w(2, E). Defining /: Lx(n, E) -* «i(2, E) by

setting J(f) = Vf for all/ G Lx( ¡i, E), it follows that J is linear. Moreover, it is well

known that / is a linear isometry of Lx(p, E) into BCA(it, E). Now observe that J

maps L,(/t, E) also into ob(2, 7s). Furthermore, by first considering step functions

and then using the continuity of J into BCA( ju, E), it follows that J is a Riesz

homomorphism from L,(/t, is) into ob(2, E). Much more can be said.

Theorem 3.1. (i) The restriction of J to Bx(fi, E) is Riesz homomorphism into

oa^^E).

(ii) J is a Riesz homomorphism of L,(u, E) into M(fi, E).

Proof, (i) Let/ G Bœ(n, E). Then there exists an e- G 7s + such that |/| < exa-

Setting v(A) = /t(^)e for all A G 2, it follows that *> G ca^í/t, 7Í)+ and that

\J(f)\ < v, so J maps Bx(n, E) into ca^ii, 7s). Clearly it is a Riesz homomor-

phism.

(ii) Let/ G Lx(n, E)+ be given. Since Bx(ii, E) is a norm dense ideal, it follows

that there exist g,, g2, . . . in B^dx, E)+ such that g„|/and such that \\gn — f\\x -»

0. Hence \\J(g„) - J(f)\\ ->0 in BCA(/t, £), so it follows that J(g„)U(f) in

ob(2, 7i). By part (i) we know that J(g„) G ca^íju, 7í)+ for all n, so Theorem 2.2

shows that J(f) G ca,( /x, £). This shows that J is a Riesz homomorphism of

L,( it, 7i ) into M( ¡t, E).

In view of the above result one is tempted to ask for what Banach lattices E the

equalities J(Lx(¡i, E)) = A/(ii, E) or J(Bx(n, E)) = ca^ii, E) hold. We shall

show that it is not hard to present these classes of Banach lattices.

Theorem 3.2. The following are equivalent.

(a) E has order continuous norm.

(b)J(Bao(li,E)) = caao(n,E).

(c) J(LX( n, 7s)) is an ideal in M((i, E).

(d) If v is such that there exists an f G Lx( /t, E) such that \ v\ < |7(/)|, then there

is a g G Lx(fi, E) with J(g) = v.

Proof. Clearly (c) and (d) are equivalent.

(a)=>(b). Assume that E has order continuous norm. Let v G ca^ii, E)+ be

given, so there exists an e G E + such that 0 < v(A) < ¡i(A)e for all A G 2. Now
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define 7„: 7,(11) -* E by setting

Tv(f)=jfdv

for all/ G 7,(11) (this can be done by first defining 7„ on the step functions and

then extending it). It follows now that

- e < T„(f) < e

for all/ G Lx(n) with ||/||, < 1. By [7, Theorem II.5.10] 7, is weakly compact and

hence, by [2, Theorem IH.2.12], there exists an/ G Lœ(p, E) such that J(f) = v.

Obviously l/l < ex*- has to hold, so/ G Ti^ti, £"). This shows that J(Bao( it, £)) =

caj/t, £).

(b) => (a) Assume that J(Bx(i>., 7s)) = caM(/t, 7s). Then Bx(fi, E) is a Dedekind

complete Riesz space since caM(ii, E) is such. Hence Lx(p,E) is Dedekind

complete as well. By [1, p. 59] it follows that E must have order continuous norm.

(a)&(b) => (d) Let v G m(2, £) be such that 0 < v < J(f) for some / G

7,(ft, E) + . Clearly v G A/(ft, 7s)+ has to hold. By Theorem 2.2(ii), there exists a

sequence vx, v2, . . . in ca^ifi, E)+ such that vn1v. By assumption there exist

g,, g2, . . . in 7?^ 11, 7s)+ such that J(g„) = p„ for all «. Obviously we have

0 < g, < g2 < • • • < /•

Again by [1, p. 59], L,(it, E) is Dedekind complete, so g = V"_i«n exists in

L,(fi, E). It is immediate that J(g) = p. Finally, it is clear that (c) implies (b).

Next, we characterize the Banach lattices 7s for which J(Lx(n, 7s)) = M(jtt, E).

Theorem 3.3. The following are equivalent.

(a)J(Lx(fi, E)) = M(n, E) = BCA(ft, E) n ca,(ft, E).
(b) If {en: « G N} is a norm bounded increasing sequence in E+, then it has a

norm limit.

(c) E does not contain a closed Riesz subspace isomorphic to c0.

Proof. By [7, Theorem II.5.15], (b) and (c) are equivalent. Now, to show

(a)=>(c), assume that E contains c0. Let p: 2-> c0 be the vector measure con-

structed by Lewis in [5]. It is shown in [5] that p G BCA(ft, c0) and that p &

J(Lx(n, c0)). Furthermore, viewing p as a measure into /„,, it is immediate that

v G ca^ífi, lx). Hence p G ca,(ft, c0), so p G M(fi, c0). This contradicts the as-

sumptions of (a).

Next, assume that (b) holds. Then E has order continuous norm. Given p G

Af(fi, 7s )+, there exist px, p2, . . . in cax( ft, E)+ such that p^p (again by Theorem

2.2(ii)). By Theorem 3.3, there exist g„ g2, . . . in TJ^ft, E)+ such that J(gn) = pn

for all n. Clearly, we have

0 < g,(w) < g2(u>) < .. .

ft-a.e. on ß (after choosing représentants). Next, applying [2, Theorem II. 1.4], we

obtain

[UMÎ *(-) - ll".ll(o)< 14j
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for all «, so (II g„(w)||: « G N} is bounded ft-a.e. on ß. By assumption, there exists a

g: ß -» E + such that || g(w) — g„(w)|| -> 0 ft-a.e. on ß. Since

¡\\g(u>)\\ ¿ft(<o) - lim f ||g»|| aK«) < IMI,
J J

it follows that g G 7,(ft, 7s)+. It is immediate that J(g) = p has to hold, which

shows that (b) implies (a).

It remains to show that if J(Lx(¡i, E)) = M(p, E), then

M{fL, E) = BCA(fi, E) n ca,(ft, E).

Clearly M( ¡i, E) is contained in the intersection. For the converse direction, let

p G BCA(fi, E) n ca,(ft, E) be given. Clearly \p\ G ca,(ft). Furthermore, it is a-

additive and fi-absolutely continuous, so it remains to show that | p\ is of bounded

variation. To this end, let [A\, . . ., A„} be a partition of ß. Fixing i'G{l,...,«},

we have

k

p\(A,) = sup    2 \"(Bj)\- Bx,...,Bka partition of At
■\

Since (b) holds it follows that

k

l"M/)ll = sup' 2 HBj)\
7-1

: Bx, . . ., Bka partition of A¡

| 2 IIK^)I|: Bx,...,Bka partition of A,

Hence

= sup
&

kM,)IMi>- ., A„ a partition of ß

The  inverse  inequality  is  obvious,   so   ||Mll = IMI   an<i  m  particular   \p\ £E

BCA(ft, 7Í).
Remarks. 1. A classical result due to Grothendieck describes the class of vector

measures with values in an 7, space having a RN-derivative (see [2, pp. 258, 259]).

As c0 is not contained in an Lx space, Theorem 3.3 recovers Grothendieck's result.

2. Since a Banach space with RNP cannot contain c„, we see immediately from

Theorem 3.3 that the following are equivalent (compare also [4, Theorem 2]).

(a) E has RNP.

(b) E does not contain c0 as a closed sublattice and for all p G BCA( ft, E) we

have p <@c /i.

3. Let p G ob(2, E) be given. At a first glance it is not clear how the classical

notion of ft-absolute continuity (p <; ft) for v and the notion p ^i ¡i are related.

Clearly, if E has order continuous norm, then p «r fi implies v < p. Conversely,

taking for instance E = 7,(ft), we see from Remark 2 above that v « ft does not

necessarily imply p <&. ft, not even if E has order continuous norm. If E does not

have order continuous norm, the notions p < ft and p «is: ft do not seem to be

related at all. Therefore, the following is of interest. First recall that an element
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eG7í + ,e7fc0is called an atom if it follows from 0 < / < e that / = ae for some

a G R+. Furthermore, E is called purely atomic if every/ G E+, f =£ 0 dominates

an atom of E.

Lemma 3.4. Assume that E is purely atomic and that E has order continuous norm.

Let p G ob(2, E) be given. Then p « ft // and only if p «K ft.

Proof. We may assume that p > 0. It suffices to show that p < ft implies p ^ ft.

So assume that p < ft and that v £ ca,(ft, Tí). Then there exists an atom e G E +

such that

A      V    »(A) > e.
e>0   p(A)<e

Since e is an atom, it follows that for all « G N, there exists an An G 2 such that

ft(/l„) < « ~ ' and K^„) > '•ln particular we have

\\p(An)\\> \\e\\>0,

contradicting p < ft.

Combining the above lemma with Remark 2, we obtain

Corollary 3.5. Assume that E is purely atomic. Then the following are equivalent

(a) E has RNP.

(b) E does not contain c0 as a closed sublattice.
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